
TEMPTATIONS OF ODYSSEUS ESSAY

Free Essay: Temptations of Odysseus Odysseus: a hero in every way. He is a real man, skilled in the sports, handy with
a sword and spear, and a master of war .

Once he gets on the ship and ready to sail off Odysseus rubs the fact that he tricked the Cyclopes and escapes
in his or what ever was left of his eye. But if you harm them, I foretell disaster for your ship and crew, and
even if you escape yourself, you shall come home late and badly, having lost all your companions. Poor men
could not fight the temptation of riches, and, therefore, lost their chance to return home quickly. Odysseus
proved that with his reckless behavior while in the land of the giants. Works Cited Blumberg, Naomi. Since he
is not sure how the Cyclopes act he is optimistically hoping that he will be treated the way that everyone else
has treated him, with xenia. Even the Odysseus words - 3 pages shoots them all. To be a hero can mean a
variety of different things. There was no need to yell out your name to the Cyclopes you just blinded except
for purposeless glory. Odysseus the protagonist of this epic poem and his sailing crew face frequent
temptations that not only determine their loyalty and strength to resist these temptations, but also how
long-lasting their sail back home can be. Knock, Knock whose there? Mainly the obstacle involves a woman
being a temptress in order to detour Odysseus from his journey home to Ithaca. His crew decides they have
had enough for one day and need rest. Homer also shows that even the mightiest of men can slip and fall
sometimes through Odysseus trials and tribulations. Learning from past mistakes, displaying superior courage
and having unmatched wits are the reasons Odysseus can be considered a hero. Not only do we think of people
that we look up to in our world, but we also think of heroes in the fictional world. However, a theme that
everyone recognizes in the Odysseus is the cunning over strength. Throughout the story Odysseus is faced
with many great challenges and is forced to make many decisions that will greatly affect his life and that of
everyone around him. He is constantly praised for not only being strong and cunning physically but mentally
as well. The Sirens sang of promise of wisdom and knowledge if he joins them. Perhaps, Odysseus may have
stayed on the island until he died if Zeus had not forced Kalypso to release Odysseus. Although Odysseus
does cheat on Penelope with Kalypso, he still remains loyal, and his love for her hardly wanes. With that in
mind, it is difficult to refute the fact that Odysseus is a hero by both modern standards and a hero in Greek
mythology. The most important contradictions Odysseus faces are loyalty and betrayal; humility and hubris;
and wisdom and folly, Throughout the Odyssey Odysseus faces an internal battle between loyalty and betrayal
in the presence of numerous temptations This temptation of greed is what locks Odysseus into his lengthy
voyage home. Not only did ancient people use myths to explain the world, but myths were also used to convey
the culture of a society. It is meant to subtly show that we as humans are imperfect, that no matter how high
we reach and how noble we are we are still mortals and therefor susceptible to any and all mortal weaknesses.
This event put Odysseus back quite a ways. Overcoming obstacles is the basis of Odysseus's journey. Thus,
temptation plays a significant role in the development of the characters and plot and can be considered as a
separate topic for studying. The chances of successfully trekking home with weak limbs are not great. During
Odysseus time many peopled traveled the sea and dealt with the god and goddesses and sirens. Sirens make up
another representation of temptation in The Odyssey. He responds by picking up two of the crewmembers
smashing them on the rocks like puppies and eating them limb-by-limb. They are seen in movies, on
television, in books, and in reality. Odysseus falls for the temptation of Kalypso, keeping the hero occupied
and delaying his nostos. Topic suggestion tool.


